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ability 22, 128, 139, 140
ability requirements approach 22, 23
abnormal work hours 197, 200, 206–10, 214
and distress 209
and family life 208
and fatigue 208
and health 207–10
and well-being 208
definition 206–7
empirical evidence 208–10
prevalence 207
risks 207–8
absence policy 382
absence/presence culture 382
absenteeism 367
and job demands 126
and job design 84
and job satisfaction 332
and psychological flexibility 403
and salaries 50
and stress-management interventions 395

and work design 82
see also sickness absence
absorption 300, 301
abusive supervision 179
accident proneness 345
accidents 342–66
and failures in maintenance 356, 359
and human behaviour 355
and lack of communication 355
and management practices 354, 355, 356, 359

and physical work environment 358, 359
and safety climate 362
and social support 358
and subjective demands 134
and the physical environment 355
antecedents of 354–9
discussion of 360
exposure 345–7
incidence 357–8
liability for 344, 345
of miners 12–13
prevention 345
propensity for 346–7
risk groups for 343–4
accomplishments 146, 296, 298
actigraphs 206
action phases 441
action programs 148
action regulation theory 145, 147–52, 155, 163, 416
activation 125, 127
activation–deactivation 304
activation-enhancing mechanism 103, 109
active failures 351–3
active learning 71–2, 403
active learning hypothesis 71–2
active recovery mechanism 213, 215
activities 4–5
activity–rest cycle 206, 207, 214
adaptation 426, 462
adaptive structuration theory (AST) 221, 232–5
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adaptive testing 42
additional decrement (AD) 74–5
adrenal glands 197, 198
advising 438
affect 203, 252, 259, 310
affective path of enrichment 274
age 244–7, 261, 417
agency 78, 465
aggression 102, 179, 245
agreeableness 278
agriculture 7, 8
airline cockpits 229
air traffic control 138, 261
alcohol 244, 250
allostatic load 199, 200, 214
allostatic load theory 199
allostatic systems 200
alpha coefficients 38
alternative forms reliability 35, 36–7
ambiguous behaviour 180
ambulance call-out scheduling 229
anaesthesia teams 452
antecedent–outcome models 272, 274
anxiety 10, 306, 395
applied psychology 13
appreciation 163, 186, 467
appreciative inquiry (AI) 473
arousal 154, 464
asset-focused strategies 468
attention 126, 135, 172, 235, 308, 359
automatic emotion regulation 160–1
automatic mode 151
automatic processes 150
automatic regulation 162
automation 223
automatization 149, 150, 152
autonomy (AU)
and end-user engagement 80
and high-quality work 357
and job control 172
and job demands 97
and job discretion 95
and motivation 92
and NWW 19
and recovery from work 215
and resources 95
and social support 95
and the Vitamin Model 75
and work–family conflict 285
and work–family enrichment 281
and work-time control 212
as a job resource 102
avoidance-focused coping 283
balance mechanism 103
bank wiring observation room 437
behaviour 323–4
and accidents 355
and engagement 308
and gender 270
and group cohesiveness 181
and job demands 126
and job simplification 172
challenges-seeking 421, 422
counterproductive 307
demands-reducing 421, 422, 423
feedback-seeking 421
proactive 420
resources-seeking 421, 422, 423
restrictions on 148
risky 10
safety-related 347
social support-seeking 421
unhealthy 203
see also positive organizational behaviour
behavioural description approach 22, 23
behavioural lifestyle
mechanism 203, 204, 205
behavioural modification 477
behavioural readiness 327
behaviour-based work–family conflict 270
behaviourism 474
behaviour requirements approach 22, 23
Bhopal disaster 351
biofeedback 395
biotechnology teams 436, 445
biomechanics 207, 208, 210
body mass index (BMI) 282
body positions 153
body temperature 207
bonuses 81
boredom 293–320
and arousal 316
and counterproductive work behaviour 309
and dispositional factors 311–12
and distress 307
and engagement 299–300
and extraversion 310
and health 316
and job demands 73
and performance 307, 316
and sickness absence 307, 316
and turnover 307
and underload 154, 306
and under-stimulation 125, 298, 301, 304, 316
and well-being 302, 316
avoidance 422
causes 306–7
consequences 306–7
definition 298
explanations for 313–14, 316
in popular culture 9
measurement 299
research 295
bottom-up participative approach 403
boundarylessness 378, 380
boundaryless work 213, 214, 215
breaks 208, 211, 212, 215, 437
Broader-and-Build Model 462
broadening effect 462
buffering effect 95, 173, 175
building effect 463
bullying 5, 179, 408
bureaucratization 306
burnout 293–320
and accomplishment 296, 298
and cardiovascular symptoms 306
and CSEs 253
and cynicism 297, 298, 301
and depersonalization 296
and emotional instability 309, 310
Index

and engagement 303
and health 306, 309, 316
and interpersonal resources 305
and job demands 92, 97, 305, 309
and job resources 92, 95, 309
and locus of control 311
and mental distancing 297, 298, 301
and neuroticism 309
and optimism 311
and overload 304, 313
and overstimulation 316
and performance 316
and psychosomatic symptoms 306
and reciprocity 313
and self-efficacy 311
and self-esteem 296, 311
and sickness absence 309, 316, 377
and stress 316
and subjective demands 134
and the ERI Model 78
and the JD-R Model 93
and uncertainty 157
and well-being 302, 316
and withdrawal from team 313
and women 248, 250, 298
and workaholism 303
and work–family conflict 279
and work obstacles 157
antecedents 91
as a multidimensional construct 297
biomarkers 306
causes 305–6
consequences 305–6
definition 296, 297
explanations for 312–13
history of 294–5
incidence 298
interpersonal explanation 313

carcinogenic substances 5
cardiovascular reactivity 94
cardiovascular symptoms 77, 78, 127, 157, 209, 306
career development 255
career opportunities 75, 77, 78
career outlook 5
caring 183, 189, 190
catecholamines 197
challenge demands 146, 147, 161, 307, 308
challenge–hindrance stressors 146
Challenger disaster 351
challenge seeking 421, 422, 425
Chemnitz 12
Chernobyl disaster 351–2
chronological approach 246
circadian rhythms 207–210, 215
circumplex model of emotions 301
civic virtue 361
Civil, Respect and Engagement at Work (CREW) 46
classical psychometric theory 42
classical test theory (CTT) 34–43, 41
coaching 397, 406
see also training
goal industry 79
cockpit crews 452
coefficient of precision 38
coefficient of stability 36
cognitive activation theory of stress (CATS) 197
cognitive appraisals 259
cognitive-behavioural programmes 394, 395
cognitive-behavioural therapy 395
cognitive coping strategies 395
cognitive demands 102, 105, 107, 145, 149, 154, 163
cognitive detachment 105, 107
cognitive development 91
cognitive errors 348–9, 353
cognitive image 148
cognitive load 18, 154
cognitive resources 102, 105, 107
collaboration 452
collectivism 450
combat stress see war stress
commitment 16, 97, 126, 425
common method variance (CMV) 40, 42, 43, 49, 132, 135
communication and accidents 355
and multicultural teams 450
and stress management 396
and training 449
new means of 19
structure 440
virtual 449–50, 452, 454
competence and action regulation theory 163
and feedback 95
and resources 95
compensation mechanism 103
competition 268, 271
complexity 102, 151, 418
components approach 275–6
comprehensive soldier fitness (CSF) 469
comprehensive stress-management interventions 403
computer-adaptive testing 42
computer crime 363
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) 229
computer technology 138
see also information and communications technology
concentration 125
concurrent validation 40
conflict 141, 179, 180, 441, 451, 453
conscientiousness 251, 278, 312
Conservation of Resources (COR) theory 93
constant effect (CE) 74–5
constellations 162
construct contamination 40, 42, 43
construct deficiency 40, 43
construct validation strategies 39, 40
consultation 83
consumer needs 435
content validation strategies 39, 40
contingency planning 465–6
control 187, 255, 260, 424
see also job control
control beliefs 173, 174, 175
controlled processes 150
convenience sampling 49, 51
co-ordinated activities 4–5
coordination meeting 233
Copenhagen Psychosocial Questionnaire (COPSOQ) 384
coping 72, 73, 95–6, 184, 282–3, 286, 311, 395
coping hypothesis 95
core self-evaluation (CSE) 252, 253
correlation 50
cortisol 198, 206
cost-benefit analysis 454
counselling 181, 394
counterproductive work behaviour (CWB) 126, 253, 309, 323, 324, 331–3, 422
covariation see correlation
coworker support groups 397
creative job demands 334–5
creativity and conflict 180
and detachment 106–7
and job resources 103, 105
crew resource management (CRM) 448, 449

crisis support 386
criterion contamination 41
criterion deficiency 41
criterion-referenced validation strategies 40
Cronbach’s alpha 36, 38
cross-domain principle 279, 280
cross-training 448
Cullen Report 353
culture 9, 11, 189, 283–4
curvilinear effects 75, 76
customer satisfaction 309

cynicism 95, 248, 297, 298, 301, 313

data collection techniques 22, 23
Davis-Besse nuclear power plant 349
deadlines 123
decision latitude 69, 70
decision making 85, 124, 396
decision models 380–4
dedication 300, 301
depth acting 160, 162
degradation 94
Demand–Control–Support (DCS) Model 24, 63, 69–73, 118, 120, 176
and ancillary interventions 84
and job demands 95
and job design 85
and policy 82–4
and sickness absence 375, 377
and stress 294
evaluation 72–73
nature of demands 146
Demand-Induced Strain Compensation (DISC) Model 24, 89, 99–109
see also extended DISC Model (DISC-R)
demand reduction 425, 426
and job control 175
and resources 162–3
and role stress 179
nature of 145–62
qualitative 146
relating to internal processes 145
see also challenge demands;
cognitive demands;
emotional demands;
environmental demands;
hindrance demands;
interpersonal demands;
job demands;


demands-reducing
behaviour 421, 422, 423
demographic changes 19, 223
depersonalization 296, 313
depression 10, 72, 78, 175, 306
De Re Metallica 12
De Re Militari 12
Design phase 473
design studies 21
Destiny phase 473
detachment 103–7, 110, 212
developmental interventions 475
diagnostic profile 107–8
diaries 54, 258, 259, 425
diet 250
direct spillover 273
Discovery phase 473
DISC questionnaire
(DISQ) 102, 107
discretionary behaviour 423
disease model 473
display rules 158, 162, 417
distress 146, 209, 307
distributed cognition 228, 229
Docklands Light Railway 230
doctors 11
domain specificity principle 273
Dream phase 473
dual-earner couples 267, 271
Dutch Boredom Scale (DUBS) 299, 303
dynamic model of presenteeism and absenteeism 381, 382–3
economic crises 435
education 16, 20, 417


evaporative cooling 212
effort–reward imbalance theory 197, 199, 200, 214
Effort–Reward Imbalance (ERI) Model 24, 63, 77–9, 84, 85, 95, 163, 186, 375, 377
eldercare responsibilities 267

electronic books 223
electronic patient record (EPR) system 234–5
email 223
emergent states 441
emotional demands 93, 102, 107, 145, 158–62, 408
emotional detachment 107, 108
emotional deviance 161, 162
emotional dissonance 97, 160
emotional exhaustion 296
emotional instability 309, 310
emotional labour 145, 158–62, 180
emotional resources 102, 107, 108
emotional stability 102, 252, 309, 310
emotional support 102, 182, 184, 187, 190
emotion-focused coping 283
emotions 162, 462–3
emotion work 18, 145, 158–62, 180
employability 20, 21
employee assistance programmes 395
employee attitude surveys 54
employee retention 473
employment
and health 11, 77
and status 10
and well-being 11
protection 375
social benefits 10
see also unemployment
empowerment 172, 403, 449
enactive mastery 256
end-user engagement 80
energetic process 93, 97
engagement 293–320
and attitude 308
and boredom 299–300
and burnout 303
and challenge demands 307, 308
and challenge seeking 425
and conscientiousness 312
and customer satisfaction 309
and demand reduction 425
and dispositional factors 312
and emotional stability 309, 310
and extraversion 310
and job crafting 424, 425, 429
and job resources 95, 97, 98, 304, 307, 308, 309, 427
and motivation 308, 309
and performance 312
and positive affect 310
and project work 416
and PSC 408
and resources 95
and responsibility 307
and sickness absence 308
and supervisory coaching 98
and the JD-R Model 95
and turnover 308
and well-being 302, 316
assessment 301, 303
causes 307–9
definition 299, 300
distinguished from satisfaction 304
explanations for 307–9, 314–16
engineering 21
entrepreneurs 268, 452
environment 152, 396
environmental demands 152
equity 75
ergonomics 15, 21, 138, 139, 152, 226, 345
errors
and accidents 362, 363
and subjective demands 134
and working memory 154
cognitive 348–9, 353
discussion of 361
documentation of 361
knowledge based 348, 349, 351, 353
non-intended 350
of teams 435
rule based 348, 349
see also generic error-modelling system
esteem 77, 78, 79, 189, 190
ethnic diversity 417
ethnicity 244, 248–9, 250
ethnography 228
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions (EFILW) 200
European Statistical System (Eurostat) 368
European Survey on Working Conditions 207
European Working Time Directive (EWTD) 201
evaluation 132
exercise 395
exhaustion 146, 296, 297, 300, 301, 313, 316, 424
existential realism 44–7, 50–5
expansion approach 270, 271
expansionist theory of multiple roles 270
expectations 179, 312
experience sampling 52, 53, 258
expert ratings 132
extended DISC Model (DISC-R) 104–5, 106–10
external organizational factors 122
external recovery 210, 211, 212, 215
extraversion 278, 281, 285, 310, 475
eye protection 359
facet job satisfaction 322–2
factories 13
family
and social support 184
definition 268–9
resources 281, 285
family–work conflict (FWC) 272, 279, 280, 282, 284, 285
family–work enrichment (FEW) 272, 281–2, 284, 285
fatigue
and abnormal work hours 208
and arousal 154
and burnout 297
and cognitive demands 154
and computer technology 138
and degradation 94
and focusing 154
and job demands 138, 139
and performance 94, 138
and reduced capacity 154
and rest 125, 128
and shift rotation 209, 210
and subjective demands 134
and work hours 203, 205, 223
in ammunition factories 294
see also fatigue-like states
fatigue-like states 125, 128
see also fatigue
feedback (FB) 66, 68, 69
and competence 95
and job demands 97, 123
and learning 95
and motivation 92
and self-efficacy 256
and social persuasion 464
and social support 181
and uncertainty 157
as a reinforcer 474
positive and negative 462
use of 151
feedback loops 385
feedback-seeking behaviour 421
field experiments 45–7
five-stage model of team development 443
flexibility
and automatization 150
and competition 268
and mobile working 224
and PSC 408
and work–family policies 283
and work-time control 212
in human action 149
of work 19, 81, 414
organizational 124
psychological 403
requirement for 20, 21
spatial 20
temporal 19, 20
flight attendants 158
flow 54
focus groups 52, 53
focusing 154
formative evaluation 228
free periods 211
friendships 16, 184
full mediation 94
functional approach 246
functional units 149
Gallup Organization 475
gap analysis 473
gender 244, 247–8, 270, 382
general accident causation scenario 355
general failure types (GFTs) 354, 355–9
generalizability 44, 45, 47–51, 54–6
Generic Error-Modelling System (GEMS) 347, 348–51
globalization 19, 21, 417, 436, 449, 450, 452
global job satisfaction 322
goal attainment 156, 244, 308
goal-directed activities 4
goal setting 151, 447, 465
goals, operators, methods and selection rules (GOMS) 228
grand theories 90
grand-tour questions 52
groening, Matt 10
group cohesiveness 181
group discussion 47
group identification 451
groupthink 451, 453
guessing parameter 42
hackers 363
halo effect 136
happy–productive worker thesis 31
harassment 179, 180, 190, 408
hardiness 311
Hawthorne studies 16, 64, 65, 437
health
and boredom 316
and burnout 306, 309, 316
and emotional demands 93
and emotion work 161–2
and employment 11
and job control 72, 73, 191, 399
and job demands 71–3, 92, 93, 100, 125, 129, 140, 163, 421, 424
and job motivation 92
and job resources 92, 100
and lean production 124
and locus of control 174
and managerial support 285
and motivation 109
and multiple roles 270
and off-the-job events 104
and overload 399
and overtime 204, 205, 214
and presenteeism 399
and PSC 407, 408
and qualitative demands 163
and recovery from work 105, 197
and satisfaction 40
and shift work 99, 209, 210
and sickness absence 385, 386, 399
and sickness presence 385, 386
and social support 72, 73
and stress 190, 197, 198, 394
and the DCSM 69
and the ERI Model 77
and the human relations movement 17
and the JD–R Model 421
and unemployment 10, 77
and work hours 202–5, 207–10, 214
and work psychology 5, 17
and work–family enrichment 282
and workload 93, 421
mental 74–7, 306, 396, 403
of miners 12, 17
Health and Safety Executive 83
health-impairment process 93, 97, 424
health information theory (HIT) 221
heart disease 72
heliotropism 461, 476
Herald of Free Enterprise disaster 351
hierarchies 163, 435, 436, 453
hierarchy of functional units 149
high-performance work systems (HPWS) 124, 125, 357
high-quality work 357
high-strain jobs 70, 104, 105
hindrance demands 146, 147, 308, 424
hindrance stressors 179
Hippocratic Collection 11
hope 128, 260, 465–6, 468, 477
hopelessness 465
hostility 180, 189
human computer interaction (HCI) 221, 227, 228
human factors 15, 225
see also ergonomics
human relations movement 16–17
human resource management (HRM) 123, 124, 125, 137, 140
humour 286
hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) system 197, 198, 200
ideal processes 151
‘i deals’ see idiosyncratic deals
idiosyncratic deals (‘i-deals’) 20, 135, 417, 419
illegitimate tasks 20
ill-health policy 370
Illness Flexibility Model 381–2
immune system 127, 200
inactivity 250
incentives 124, 437
incivility 46
income 10, 248
independent variables 44–5
indicator tool 83
indirect spillover 273
individual characteristics 75, 243–66
see also worker characteristics
individual/organizational interface-directed interventions 397
individual stress-management interventions 395–400
individualism 450
Industrial Fatigue Research Board 294
Industrial Revolution 10, 13, 17, 64, 268
inefficacy 313
information and communications technology (ICT) 10, 20, 21, 123
information overload 223
information revolution 18
information systems 232
information technology (IT) 222, 223, 233
injuries 343, 346, 357
innovation 100, 123–5, 139, 425–6
Institute of Social Research (University of Michigan) 294
instrumental path of enrichment 274
instrumental support 182, 184, 187, 188, 190
integration 269
intellectual mode 151
intended acts 348
intended errors 350
intensification of work 20
interaction (effect) 95, 100, 128, 162, 176,
interdisciplinary work design framework 416
interfaces 227
internal organizational factors 122
internal recovery 210, 211, 212, 215
internal reliability 35–8
internal validity 46
International Labour Office 200–1
International Labour Organization (ILO) 7
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 120
internet-based surveys 54
interpersonal contact 75
interpersonal demands 296
interpersonal relations 447
inter-rater reliability 35, 36, 37
inter-role conflict 284
interruptions 157
inter-sender conflict 155
interviews 52, 53, 132, 372
intra-sender conflict 155
intrusion 475
investment, in employee skills 124
involuntary absence 372–3
iso-strain jobs 70
item difficulty parameter 41
item discrimination parameter 42
item response theory (IRT) 41, 42
job analysis 96–7
job characteristics and attitudinal outcomes 416
and individual characteristics 75
and job features 76
and mental health 75
and overcommitment 79
and performance 190
and satisfaction–performance relation 330
and the Vitamin Model 73–6
and well-being 76, 190
eyellow changes 421
interactions between 100
see also job characteristics approach; Job Characteristics Model
job characteristics approach 22
see also job characteristics; Job Characteristics Model
Job Characteristics Model (JCM) 24, 63, 65–9, 416
and ancilliary interventions 84
and job design 85
and motivation 92
and policy 82–4
evaluation 67
see also job characteristics; job characteristics approach
job complexity 334–5
Job Content Questionnaire (JCQ) 71
job control 172–95
and health 191
and autonomy 172
and decision authority 172
and demands 175
and empowerment 172
and health 72, 73, 399
and job decision latitude 172
and job demands 304
and leadership 187–8
and learning 72, 173, 175
and locus of control 176
and mobile working 224
and motivation 172, 173, 175, 190
and overload 120
and participation 172
and performance 172, 178, 191
and pressure 120
job control (cont’d)
and PSC 408
and resources 176
and satisfaction 172, 175
and self-efficacy 173, 176
and self-reports 175
and social meaning 190
and stress 172, 173, 175, 176
and the DCSM 71–2
and the Vitamin Model 75
and well-being 175, 178
assessment 83
definition 69
functions 173–4
guidance 83
in the working environment 190
interventions for improving 176–7
objective ratings 175
outcomes 172–95
research 174–6
job crafting 414–33
and commitment 425
and control 424
and employee rank 423, 424
and engagement 424, 425, 426, 429
and innovation 425–6
and job demands 421, 422, 423
and job resources 421
and motivation 420, 426
and organizational change 425–6
and performance 424, 426
and pressure 424
and satisfaction 424, 425
and self-efficacy 429
and self-image 424
and the JD–R model 421–3
and well-being 429
as an individual job redesign approach 419–29
conceptualization 419–20
definition 415, 419, 420, 421
dysfunctional consequences 426
outcomes 424, 425
predictors 423
roots 415–18
training 427–9
unresolved issues 426–7
job decision latitude 172
Job Demand–Control Model 162, 173, 175, 408
job demands
and ability 128, 140
and attitudes 126
and autonomy 97
and behaviour 126
and boredom 73, 144
and burnout 92, 97, 305, 309
and coping 73
and depression 72
and emotional dissonance 97
and exhaustion 424
and fatigue 138, 139
and feedback 97, 123
and health 71, 72, 73, 92, 93, 100, 125, 129, 140, 163, 421, 424
and heart disease 72
and high-performance work systems 125
and human resource management 140
and job control 304
and job crafting 421, 422, 423
and job performance 125
and job resources 103, 105, 108, 109, 110
and learning 126
and morale 396
and motivation 73, 92, 100, 424
and negative affect 144
and organizational citizenship 126
and overload 304
and performance 126
and performance appraisal 123
and private life constraints 128, 140
and productivity 100
and PSC 408
and psychological capital 128, 140
and recovery 106
and recruitment 123
and rewards 163
and role ambiguity 156
and role problems 304
and satisfaction 126
and self-regulation 101
and sickness absence 126, 375
and skill development 126
and social support 72, 97, 304
and strain 95, 97
and stress 109, 135, 375
and stressors 145
and the DCSM 69–73
and the Vitamin Model 75
and training 123
and turnover 126
and under-stimulation 73
and well-being 97, 125, 129, 140, 396
and worker characteristics 140
and work–family conflict 285
and work–home
interference 128
as effort 77
assessment 83, 132–5
creative 334–5
definition 102
guidance 83
interpersonal 335
qualitative see qualitative job demands
quantitative see quantitative job demands
empirical test of 98
evidence for 97
key assumptions 92–7
Job Demands–Resources Model (JD–R Model) 24, 89, 91–9, 108, 109, 118, 173
and health 421
and job analysis 96–7
and job crafting 421–3
and PSC 408
and well-being 421
and work–family enrichment 281
empirical test of 98
evaluation 98–9
evidence for 97
job control (cont’d)
Job Descriptive Index (JDI) 322–3
job design 63–88, 415
and absenteeism 84
and motivation 419
and performance 419
and recovery from work 211
and working conditions 419
guidance on 84
involvement of employees in 80
political regulation 64
research 223
socio-technical approach 172
see also job redesign
Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) 68, 69
job discretion 95
job performance see performance
job prospects 163
job redesign 137, 138, 139, 396, 415–17, 420
and diagnostic profile 107–8
and motivation 418
and Taylorism 16
and technology 417
and the DCSM 71
and well-being 418
bottom-up approaches 419
continuous 231
individualization of 417–18
relational perspectives 417
research 416
time perspective 418
top-down interventions 414–15
to stimulate proactivity 417–18
job redesign see also job design
job resources
and burnout 92, 95, 309
and commitment 97
and creativity 103, 105
and engagement 95, 97, 98, 304, 307, 308, 309, 427
and health 92, 100
and job crafting 421
and job demands 103, 105, 108, 109, 110
and learning 105
and morale 396
and motivation 92, 95, 97, 100
and PSC 408
and self-efficacy 309
and stress 109
and well-being 396
and work-family conflict 285
definition 102
stress-buffering effects 101, 103, 106
job restructuring 396
job satisfaction see satisfaction
job security 163, 382
job simplification 232
joint optimization 80
justice 180, 189
just-in-time management 123
King’s Cross disaster 351
knowledge-based action 349
knowledge-based errors 348, 349, 351, 353
knowledge-based industry 417
knowledge-based mode 151
knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs) 441, 442, 448, 454
knowledge work 18, 20
laboratory experiments 44–5, 47, 56
labour market 122–4, 139
labour statistics 7
lack of recovery mechanism 202–5
Landauer, Thomas 235
lapses 348, 351
laptops 224
lateness 332
latent failures 351–5
layoffs 52
laziness 14, 15
leaders 472–4
leadership 12, 16, 42, 181, 186–8, 440, 449, 450
lean manufacturing 123
lean production 124
learning opportunities 281
orientation 255, 260
active 403
and detachment 106–7
and feedback 95
and job control 72, 173, 175
and job demands 126
and job resources 105
vicarious 464
leave 283
legal institutions 122, 124, 139
leniency 467
lifelong learning 20
lifespan approach 247
lifestyle 244, 249–50
lifting 102, 153
lighting 16, 358, 437
load effects 199
locus of control (LoC) and burnout 311
and dynamic model of presenteeism and absenteeism 382
and health 174
and job control 176
and stress 176
and work-family conflict 278, 279
definition 252
London Underground 226, 229–30
low-strain jobs 70
Lyons Electronic Office (LEO) system 235–6
maladaptation 462
management and accidents 354, 355, 356, 359, 362, 363
attitudes to safety 359
implementation of layoffs 52
just-in-time 123
of conflict 441
of performance 137, 139, 213
scientific 14–15
style 123, 125
systems 345
management standards for work-related stress 138–9
management standards process 84
managerial support 284, 285
Index

manufacturing 18, 20, 69, 123, 416
Marienthal 10
marital dissatisfaction 273
Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) 297, 298, 300, 303
mass production 13
mastery experiences 464
matching hypothesis 100–2
meaningfulness of work 66
measurement 32–4
media 228
mediation 94
medical care 138
medical model 459
medical research teams 436
meditation 395
memory biases 53
mental distancing 297, 298, 301
mental effort 154
mental health 74–7, 396, 403
mental models 148
mental rehearsals 466
meta-analysis 55
metabolic disorders 209
meta-paradigm 90
Metropolitan Life Insurance 475
Michigan Organizational Assessment Questionnaire 322
micro-breaks 211
microcomputers 223
middle-range theories 90–1
military manuals 12, 17
mills 13
miners
accidents 12–13
diseases 12, 17
mini-breaks 211
minimal specification 80, 231
mission analysis 441
mistakes 347–50
see also errors
mobbing 179
mobile working 224–5
model development 90–1
model of sickness presence and sickness absence 381, 382
modelling 464
moderation (effect) 75, 94, 162, 333, 713
modern psychometric theory 41–2
money 474
mood 135
Moore’s law 223
morale
and job demands 396
and job resources 396
and scientific management 16
and stress 402
survey of 41
see also motivation
mortality 10
motivating potential score (MPS) 68, 85
motivation
and autonomy 92
and complexity 151
and control beliefs 174
and CSEs 253
and engagement 308, 309
and feedback 92
and health 109
and human resource management 124
and JCM 92
and job characteristics 65–9, 416
and job control 172, 173, 175, 190
and job crafting 420, 426
and job demands 73, 100, 424
and job design 419
and job redesign 418
and job resources 92, 95, 97, 100
and job simplification 172
and performance 416
and positive psychology 98
and productivity 64
and resources 93
and satisfaction 151, 327
and self-evaluation 244
and STST 81
and task significance 92–3
and teamwork 441
and variety 151
antecedents 16
in action regulation theory 148
maintenance 422
measures 42
of soldiers 12
motivational demands 145, 149
motivational enhancement process 97
multicultural teams 450, 452
multidimensionality of constructs 102
multi-functional roles see multi-skilled roles
multinational teams 436
multi-skilled roles 81
musculoskeletal discomfort 211
National Programme for Information Technology (NPfIT) 221
needs assessment 404
negative affect 135, 144, 180, 203, 252,
negative bias 461
negative stimuli 461–3
negativity 477
negotiation 438, 450
neuroticism 438, 450
needs assessment 404
objective employee characteristics 244, 245–50
objective measurement 129–32, 136–7
objective ratings, and job control 175
observational studies 52, 53
observation method 52
observed ratio 35
occupational health and safety (OHS) 405, 406
occupational medicine 12–13, 17, 152
off-the-job events 103–4
older persons 375
open-ended questions 52
openness to experiences 278
operant conditioning 91
operational definition 32
opportunity seeking 467
optimism 42, 96, 97, 111, 255, 466–70, 475, 477
optimizing violations 350
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 368
organizational approach 246
organizational change and job crafting 425–6
organizational citizenship behaviour (OCB) 126, 245, 253, 323–4, 331, 333, 361
organizational climate 472, 473
organizational constraints scale 157
organizational culture 379
organizational flexibility 124
organizational performance 124
organizational psychology 227, 229
distinguished from work psychology 6
organizational renewal 124
organizational restructuring 52
organizational stress-management interventions 397, 398
organizational structure 225, 396
organizational time demands 284
overcommitment 78, 79, 375
overlapping schedules 270
overload 120–1, 154, 156, 179, 223, 277, 285, 304, 313, 399
overstimulation 298, 304, 316
overtaxing regulation 157, 158
overtime 119–21, 197, 200–1, 214
and health 204, 205, 214
and well-being 204, 214
excessive 205, 206
mandatory 205
quality of 204–5
Paddington train crash 352–3
PAR approach 401, 403, 409
parallel design 231
parental leave 268
partial mediation 94
participant observation 53, 228
participation 172, 396, 403–4, 406
participative approach (stress management) 403–4, 406
passive jobs 70, 119
passive recovery mechanism 211, 213, 215
patient-to-nurse ratio 305
pay-for-performance systems 17
pay inequity 247
pensions 16
performance and activation 125
and boredom 307, 316
and burnout 316
and challenge demands 146, 161
and conscientiousness 312
and CSEs 253
and degradation 94
and emotion work 161
and engagement 312
and ethnicity 248
and fatigue 94, 138
and gender 248
and human resource management 137
and job characteristics 67, 190
and job control 175, 191
and job crafting 424, 426, 429
and job demands 126
and job design 419
and leadership 12, 16
and motivation 416
and positive psychology 458–9
and positivity 477
and pressure 117
and project work 416
and PSC 408
and role demands 156
and satisfaction 32, 55, 321–36
and self-efficacy 261
and self-evaluation 244
and states 244
and stress 294
and subjective demands 134
and subjective employee characteristics 261
and task analysis 21
and the DCSM 69
and the DISC Model 103
and the JD-R Model 94
and well-being 5
and work psychology 5, 11
appraisal 123
cues 135
definition 323–5
management 137, 139, 213
of teachers 258
of tasks 323, 325–30
sustainable 5, 6, 11
performance-based approach 246
performance-protection strategies 93
performance-related incentives 124
permanent employment 20
personal crafting plan (PCP) 428
personal digital assistants (PDAs) 53–4
personal growth 146
personality 135, 250, 270, 277, 278, 281, 383, 423, 424
personal resources 96–8, 110, 111, 259–61
person-directed interventions 395–6
person–environment fit 137, 163
person–job fit 303
personnel psychology 6
person–role conflict 155
phase model of disillusionment 312
physical demands 102, 107, 145, 152–3
and ergonomics 152
and hindrance demands 147
and stressors 152
physical detachment 107
physical distribution 440
physical resources 102, 107
physiological arousal 464
placement 396
planning 14, 148, 151
political institutions 122, 124, 139
political issues 403, 435
popular culture 9, 11
positive affect 252
positive intervention 458–80
positive life situations 471
positive organizational behaviour (POB) 459, 460
positive organizational context 472
positive organizational scholarship (POS) 459, 460
positive psychology
and motivation 98
and performance 458–9
and the success paradigm 460–1
and well-being 458–9
positive stimuli 461–2, 463
positive work behaviours 474
positivity 57, 460, 461, 476, 477
power distance 450
power problems 403
power relationships 225
practical support 184
precision 44–6, 50, 56
predictive validation 40
pre-retirement 372
presenteeism 35, 367, 379, 380, 399
see also sickness presence
pressure 117, 120, 121, 424
preventive stress management theory 397
primary prevention strategies 408
primary stress-management interventions 394, 396–8, 400
proactive actions 425
proactive personality 417, 423, 424
proactive perspectives 417
proactive work behaviours 420
probabilistic principles 103
probability sampling 47, 48, 49, 51
problem-focused coping 282
problem solving 85, 151, 438–9, 473, 447
process analysis 94
process-focused strategies 469
procrastination 422
production deviance 307
productivity
active learning hypothesis 72
and AI 473
and coping 72, 73
and friendships 16
and happiness 31
and job demands 100
and motivation 64
and positivity 460
and PSC 408
and qualitative demands 163
and satisfaction 31, 35, 43
and sickness absence 370, 386
and sickness presence 378, 379, 380, 385, 386
and STST 81
and Taylorism 16
and teams 16
and technology 235
and working conditions 437
and work psychology 11
antecedents 16
professional efficiency 297, 301
profit 11, 16, 473
project work 416
promotion opportunities 247
propensity 351
protective clothing 13
psychological capital (PsyCap) 128, 140, 255, 260, 470–3, 477
psychological contract 20, 21, 417
psychological effort 69
psychological flexibility 403
psychological resources 474
psychological safety 180, 450
psychological saturation 154
psychological vitamins 74, 76
psychometric theory 42
psychomotor action 438, 440
psychosocial hazards 409
psychosocial risks 393–413
psychosocial safety climate (PSC) 406–9
psychosocial work environment 384, 386
psychosomatic complaints 157, 175
psychosomatic disorders 253
psychosomatic symptoms 146, 306
psychotechnics 13, 17
PUMA Model 377
punctuated equilibrium paradigm 443
qualitative job demands 118–19, 144–68
qualitative overload 154
qualitative research 51
qualitative underload 154
quality of life 10
quantitative job demands 117–43
quantitative overload 154
quantitative techniques 53
quantitative underload 154
quasi-experiments 46–7
random sampling 48, 51
rating 135, 136
reactivity 53, 198
reciprocity 77, 79, 313, 315
recognition 474
records 55
records-based data 368
recovery from work 104–106, 109, 196–219
recovery theory 104
recreational programmes 16
recruitment 12, 123, 137
re-engineering 414
regulation obstacles 156, 157, 158
regulation problems 145, 156–8
regulation requirements 151–2
regulation uncertainty 156, 157, 158
see also uncertainty
regulatory resources 152
rehabilitation 386
Index
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reinforcement 474
relatedness 95
relational crafting 425
Relative Deprivation Model 10, 11
relaxation training 395
reliability 34–8, 39, 55, 56
remuneration 78
repetitive strain injuries 211
replaceability 380
representational states 228
research design 43–55
research design requirements 44
resilience 96, 128, 255, 260, 468–470, 477
resistance to degradation 94
resource depletion 202
resource-increasing coping strategies 283
resources
and autonomy 95
and competence 95
and cynicism 95
and demands 162–3
and engagement 95
and job control 176
and motivation 93
and relatedness 95
family 281, 285
personal 96, 98, 110, 111, 259, 260, 261
regulatory 152
resources-seeking behaviour 421, 422, 423
response rate 49, 51
responsibility 66, 307
rest periods 16
return-to-work interviews 372
reward contingency 333–4
rewards 77–9, 163, 186, 474
risk analysis 345
risk assessment 405, 406
risk-focused strategies 468–9
risky behaviour 10
role accumulation theory 270, 271
role adjustment 417
role ambiguity 147, 155, 156, 179
role clarification 447
role conflict 147, 155–7, 179, 277, 285, 408
role demands 155, 156
role expectations 156
role overload 155, 179, 277, 279
role requirements 75
role–role conflict 155
roles 81, 83, 105, 270, 405–6
role strain 269
role stress 155–6, 179, 269
role stress theory 269
role stressors 277, 278, 279
role structure 439
role theory 155
role uncertainty 156
Romans 12, 17
routine violations 350
routinization 149, 150, 152
rule-based actions 349
rule-based errors 351, 348, 349
sabotage 307
safety 21, 342–66
climate 346, 359, 360–3
committee 359
historical perspectives 345
laws (UK) 344–5
officers 359
performance 245
regulations 350
training 355, 359, 361, 363
safety citizenship behaviours (SCBs) 361–2
safety-related change 361
salaries 50, 75, 77, 79
sampling 51
sandwiched generation 285–6
satisfaction
and absenteeism 332
and affect 252
and behavioural readiness 327
and challenge demands 161
and complexity 151, 418
and counterproductive work behaviour 331–3
and creative job demands 334–5
and emotional stability 252
and emotion work 161
and employee withdrawal 332, 333
and family–work conflict 281
and genetic predisposition 252
and health 40
and job characteristics 67, 416
and job control 172, 175
and job crafting 424, 425
and job demands 126
and latency 332
and leadership 181
and mandatory overtime 205
and motivation 327
and optimism/pessimism 42
and organizational citizenship behaviour 331, 333
and performance 32, 55, 321–36
and productivity 31, 35, 43
and qualitative demands 163
and role demands 156
and sickness presence 35
and stress-management interventions 395
and task performance 325–30
and turnover 40, 332–3
and variety 151
and women 248, 250
and work–family conflict 279
and work–family enrichment 282
antecedents 16
definition 322–3
distinguished from engagement 304
evaluation 132
facet 322–3
global 322
in relationships 285
measurement 41, 42
scarcity approach 269
scientific management 14–15, 17, 28, 64, 172
secondary data 54
secondary research 54–5
secondary stress-management interventions 394, 397–8, 400
selection 137, 475–6
bias 7–8
of workers 14
and job demands 139
and stress management 396
for teams 451
selection-based positive interventions 475–6
self-awareness 473
self-directed behaviour 427
self-efficacy 111, 174, 256, 260 and assets 468
and burnout 311
and challenges 309
and job control 173, 176
and job crafting training 429
and job resources 309
and performance 261
and personal resources 96
and psychological capital 128, 470, 471
and the ERI Model 77
definition 252, 254
development 463–5, 477
micro-intervention to increase 256–7
moderating role 97
self-employment 268
self-esteem
and burnout 296, 311
and personal resources 96
and the ERI Model 77
definition 252
moderating role 97
self-evaluation 244, 252
self-management 81, 414
self-rated measures 132–7
self-regulation 20, 77, 101, 473
self-reports 42, 43, 49, 134, 175
self-rostering 213
self-scheduling 213, 215
self-talk 470
semi-autonomous work groups (SAWGs) 81, 82
sensitivity requirements 147
sequential interdependence 440
service organizations 158
service sector 7, 8, 18, 20, 416
shell shock 294
shift work 99, 197, 207–10, 215
sick leave 369, 375
sick pay 16
sickness absence
and boredom 307, 316
and burnout 309, 316, 377
and engagement 308
and health 385, 386, 399
and job demands 375
and job strain 376–7
and productivity 370, 386
and psychological flexibility 403
and social support 375
and stress 375
antecedents 374, 375, 377, 384, 386
approaches to studying 374–7
costs 5, 369–70, 384
databases 368
decision models 380–3
definition 367
duration-based approaches 371–2, 37
forms 371–4
frequency-based approaches 371, 373
functional 370
practices to reduce 386
prevalence 368–9, 375
prevention 386
screening instrument 386
volition-based approaches 372, 373, 374
see also absenteeism
sickness presence
and gender 378
and health 379, 380, 385, 386
and productivity 378, 379, 380, 385, 386
and professional identity 378
and profitability 379
and satisfaction 35
antecedents 386
costs 378, 384
decision models 380–3
definition 378, 380
in a market analysis consultancy 379–80
practices to reduce 386
prevalence 378
prevention 386
see also presenteeism
signal passed at danger (SPAD) 253
similarity-attraction theory 248
simplification 14, 17, 154, 172
single parents 267
situational violations 350
skill-based actions 349
skills
acquisition 228
development 126
skill variety (SV) 65, 68, 69, 418
sleep difficulties 203, 209, 215, 225, 306
slips 348, 351
smartphones 19, 224
smoking 10, 244
snapshot approach 50
social capital development strategies 468
social constructionism 421
social debt 185
social exchange model 313–14
social information 135
social interactions 172–95
social loafing 453
social marginality 248
social meaning 186–8
social networking 223
social persuasion 256, 464
social stressors 173, 178–80, 186, 190
social support 180–6
and autonomy 95
and caring 183
and coping 184
and feedback 181
and health 72, 73, 185
and job demands 72, 97, 304
and PSC 408
and sickness absence 375
and stress 181, 184
and the DCSM 70–2
and work–family conflict 277, 278, 279, 285
effects on employees 184
meaning of 187–8
negative effects 184–5
networks 285
seeking 421
sources 183–4
socio-technical systems theory (STST) 63, 79–84, 172, 221, 230–2, 234–5, 416
soft systems analysis 231
software development 229
soldiers 12
spatial flexibility 20, 213, 215
spells 371
spillover models 272–5
split-half reliability 37
spousal support 281
spuriousness hypothesis 330
St Lucie Medical Center 476
stability 20
standardization 15, 306
standing 153
state approach 250
state-like characteristics 244, 251, 254–6, 260, 261, 475
states 250, 251, 257, 259–61, 475
status 10, 75, 359
stepping 465
stewardship 361
stock-investment simulations 259
stock purchase plans 16
strain
and challenge demands 146
and CSEs 253
and emotion work 161
and gender 248
and job demands 95, 97, and role demands 156
and sickness absence 376–7
and social stressors 186
and stressors 173, 184
hypothsis 71–2
strain-based work–family conflict 270
stratified sampling 48, 51
strengths 472
stress
and burnout 316
and control beliefs 174, 175
and coping theory 294
and CSEs 253
and Demand–Control–Support Model 294
and emotion work 159–60
and gender 247
and goal attainment 156
and health 197, 198
and job control 172, 173, 175, 176
and Job Demand–Control Model 175
and job demands 109, 135, 375
and job resources 109
and locus of control 176
and mobile working 225
and morale 402
and optimism/pessimism 42
and performance 294
and qualitative demands 146
and recovery from work 104, 109
and shift work 209
and sickness absence 375
and social interactions 175
and social support 181, 184
and the ERI Model 77
and uncertainty 156, 157
and vacations 211
and well-being 402
and work–family conflict 279
definition 197
environmental factors 152, 399
in World War II 196
interventions 360
management 394–401
manifestations of 197
measurement 42, 133
person-environment fit approach 137
prevention 406–9
reduction 394
research 294, 400
responses to 200
risk factors 408
symptoms 146
work related 138–9
see also cognitive activation theory of stress; stress management interventions
stress appraisal theory 146
stress buffering (mechanism) 101, 103, 106, 109
stress management intervention 393–406
stressors
and challenge demands 146, 147
and exhaustion 297
and health 198
and hindrance demands 146, 147
and job control 173, 175
and job demands 145
and physical demands 152
and satisfaction–performance relation 330
and social support 184
and strain 173, 184
and stress-management interventions 394, 395
and work–family conflict 277, 285
and work–home interference 203
exposure to 200
prevalence 401
reduction processes 396
social 178–80, 186, 190
stretch goals 465, 470
strikes 16
structured interviews 52
students 45
stupidity 14
subcontractors 357
sub-goals 470
subject attrition 45
subjective demands 134
subjective employee characteristics 244, 250–60
subjective measures 129, 132–7
substance use 245
success 460–1, 465
summative evaluation 228
superordinate goals assignment 451
supervision 17, 75, 98, 132, 184, 408
support 80–1, 83, 185–6, 188
surface acting 160, 162
surveys 43, 47–51, 54, 56, 132, 135
sustainable performance 5, 6, 11
Swiss Cheese model 352, 353, 355
sympathetic activation 94
sympathetic–adrenal–medullary (SAM) system 197, 198, 200
system design 85
systems approach 225–7
Systems Engineering Initiative for Patient Safety (SEIPS) 226
tailored testing 42
talent 250, 475–6, 477
tardiness 245
target approach (stress management) 397, 400
tasks
analysis 21–3
avoidance 422
complexity 423
crafting 425
design 151
elements 126
interdependence 423, 439
planning 14
redesign 23
simplification 14, 17
social meaning of 188–9
role cross-cutting 451
training for 14
types 437–40
variety 281, 357, 418
task–action grammar (TAG) 228
task characteristics approach 22, 23
task identity (TI) 65–6
task-representation techniques 22, 23
task significance (TS) 66, 68, 69, 92–3, 417, 418
task-simulation techniques 22, 23
taskwork 441, 454
Taylorism 14, 15, 16, 28, 172
teachers 258, 375
team-based structures 435, 436
team building 447, 454
team competencies 441–2
team coordination training 449
team development interventions 447–9
team errors 435
Team Evolution and Maturation (TEAM) model 443
team knowledge 446
team mental models (TMMs) 445, 446, 449, 452
teams 16, 229, 434–57
faultlines 451
training 447–9, 454
virtual 19, 233, 417
team self-correction training 448–9
teamwork 441–2, 449–50, 454
technical equipment 102
technological innovations 123, 124, 139
technology 220–38
and demographic changes 223
and experience sampling 53
and job redesign 417
and job roles 81
and manufacturing jobs 18
and organizational psychology 229
and organizational structure 225
and power relationships 225
and productivity 235
and scientific management 15
and teams 229, 435, 449–50
and work-family interaction 268, 271
changing nature of 223–5
effects on work tasks 10
failure 221, 222, 236
future 223
interfaces with 227
media 19
rejection of 221
research on 223
social context 229
systems approach 225–7
telework 417
temperature 358
temporal flexibility 20
tenure 246–7
tertiary stress-management interventions 394, 397–8, 400
test content strategies 39
test–retest reliability 35, 36
test theory 34–43
texting 223
time and motion studies 15, 28
time balance 275
time-based work–family conflict 270
time demands 270
time management 395
time orientations 450
time perspective 418
time pressure 102, 146, 147
tobacco 250
top-down participative approach 403
top-down processing 353
training
and asset-focused strategies 468
and communication 449
and high-quality work 357
and job demands 123, 139
and leadership 449
as stress management intervention 396
defective for managers 397
in decision making 85
in job crafting 427–9
in problem solving 85
in quasi-experiments 47
in relaxation 395
methods 353
of teams 447–9, 454
PsyCap interventions 470–1
safety 355, 359, 361, 363
throughout career 20
to conduct tasks 14
trait-like characteristics 244, 251, 252–4, 257, 260, 261, 475
traits 250
transactional stress and coping theory 91
transactive memory systems (TMSs) 445, 446
transition phases 441
true score 35
turnover
and boredom 307
and CSEs 253
and engagement 308
and job demands 126
and organizational action plans 476
and satisfaction 40, 332–3
and the ERI Model 78
and the human relations movement 16
and work–family conflict 279
two-wave panel design 50
uncertainty 122, 124, 139, 147, 156, 157
underload 154, 306
undermining 179
understaffing 124
under-stimulation 73, 125, 298, 301, 304
unemployment 7, 8, 10, 73, 77, 369
see also employment
unhealthy behaviours 203
unintended acts 348
unionization 16
unstructured interviews 52
usability 228
user-centred design 236
Utrecht Work Engagement Scale (UWES) 301, 303
vacations 211, 212, 213
valence 268
validation strategies 39, 40
validity 38–41, 55, 56, 65
variable relationship strategies 39
variance analysis 231
variance at source 80, 81
variety 151
VBBA 133
Vegetius 12
verbal protocol technique 349
vicarious learning 464
videoconferencing 19
vigilance 125, 157
vigour 300, 301
violations 347–51, 360
see also errors
virtual communication 449–50, 452, 454
virtual meetings 19
virtual teams 19, 233, 417
Vitamin Model (VM) 24, 63, 73–6, 84, 85
vocational psychology 14
volitional demands 149
voluntary absence 372–3
volunteer work 27, 28, 268
Volvo 82
wages 16
war stress 196
waypower 465, 466
Wealth of Nations 41
weekend work 197
well-being
affective 74
and abnormal work hours 208
and boredom 302, 316
and burnout 302, 316
and employment 11
and engagement 302, 316
and group cohesiveness 181
and human resource management 137
and job characteristics 76, 190
and job control 175, 178
and job crafting training 429
and job demands 97, 125, 129, 140, 396
and job redesign 418
and job resources 396
and justice 180
and managerial support 285
and meaning at work 186
and mobile working 224
and multiple roles 270
and off-the-job events and organizational performance 124
and overtime 204, 214
and performance 5
and positive psychology 458–9
and positivity 477
and pressure 117
and project work 416
and PSC 407
and social activities 286
and stress 402
and STST 81
and subjective employee characteristics 261
and the human relations movement 16, 17
and the JD–R Model 421
and uncertainty 156
and work 5, 11
and workaholism 302
and work psychology 5, 17
and work–family conflict 286
individual differences in 309–12
of miners 12, 17
taxonomy of 301–4
Western Electric Company 16, 64, 65, 437
whistleblowing 361
willpower 465
withdrawal behaviour 307, 313, 324–5, 332, 333
within-person fluctuations 257
women
and burnout 248, 250, 298
and developmental assignments 247
and domestic tasks 285
and job satisfaction 248, 250
and job strain 248
and multiple roles 270
and promotion opportunities 247, 250
and sickness presence 378
and stress 247
and work–family enrichment 282
and work–family interaction 268
career orientations 247
increasing participation in workforce 267, 417
pay inequity 247
working conditions 250
work ability 383
work adjustment 386
workaholism 294, 302, 303
workarounds 221
work attendance 367–90
work-directed interventions 398
worker characteristics 13, 118–19, 140
see also individual characteristics
work–family balance 268, 275–6
work–family culture 283–4
work–family enrichment 271, 274, 279, 280–2, 284, 285
work–family interaction 267–89
work–family policies 283–4
workforce
changes in 18–19
diversity of 19–20
work groups 81, 437
work–home interference 128, 203, 205, 212
work hours
abnormal 197, 200, 206–10, 214
and fatigue 203, 205, 223
and health 203, 205, 214
and mobile working 225
and sleep 203
demanding 200
limits 201, 205
long 197, 200–6, 214
working conditions 89, 137–9, 186–9
and job design 419
and productivity 437
for women 250
psychosocial 137, 138–9
working memory 150, 154
working time 122
work intensification 124
work–life balance 215, 223, 224
workload 120, 146, 408, 421
work–non-work balance 212
work obstacles 156–8
work organization 157
work pressure 20
work psychology
aim 5
and demographic changes 19
and health 5, 8, 17
and performance 5, 11
and productivity 11
and profit 11
and technology 226
and well-being 5, 8, 17
definition 6
distinguished from
organization and personnel psychology 6
from 1850 to 1930 13–15
from 1930–present 15–17
research methods in 31–57
selection bias in 7–8
work–rest cycles 215
work schedules 210
work space 81
work strain-sickness absence model 376
work-time control (WTC) 212–13, 215
work-time flexibility 215
work-to-family conflict (WFC) 272
work-to-family enrichment (WFE) 272
work to rule 80
workplace design 18
workplace redesign 137, 138, 139
Yerkes–Dodson law 125